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A ROUND BALL UNIQUELY MINIMIZES GRAVITATIONAL
POTENTIAL ENERGY
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(Communicated by Wolfgang Ziller)

Abstract. We give a proof following Carleman that among measurable bodies

in R3 of mass m0 and density at most 1, a round ball of unit density uniquely
minimizes gravitational potential energy.

1. Introduction

That a round ball uniquely minimizes gravitational potential energy (our Corol-
lary 2.3) was proved by T. Carleman [C] (following Blaschke [B]) in a 1919 German
paper in the third volume of Mathematische Zeitschrift. Our main Theorem 2.2 al-
lows variable density and proves that the ball is the unique equilibrium. Our proof
(like the Carleman and Blaschke proofs) uses a kind of Steiner symmetrization.
By allowing variable density, we can quote standard compactness results, while
Carleman uses infinitely many symmetrizations to obtain the ball in the limit.

Earlier, ingenious, physical arguments, relating energy and electric capacitance
(Poincaré [P, pp. 13–24] credits Liapounoff), made assumptions about existence
and regularity.

Since the time of Newton and before, scientists have studied smooth equilib-
rium shapes for rotating bodies, sometimes assuming that the body is rigid or
incompressible (see e.g. Chandrasekhar [Ch]). Amusingly, there is no minimum for
rotating bodies:

Corollary 2.4. Among bodies of mass m0, density at most δ0, and angular mo-
mentum L0 in R

3, the infimum of gravitational potential energy plus kinetic energy
is approached by a round ball of density δ0 with a small, very distant satellite, but
never realized.

2. Round balls minimize gravitational energy

Before proving our main Theorem 2.2 and Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4, we begin with
a slicing characterization of the unit ball.

2.1. Lemma. Let A ⊂ Rn have unit volume. Suppose that in every direction there
is a hyperplane H such that almost every perpendicular line slices A in an interval
centered on H (up to measure 0). Then A is a round ball (up to measure 0).
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Proof. First we show that the hyperplanes of symmetry all meet at a point, say
the origin. (If A had a well-defined center of mass, for example if A were bounded,
we could just use the center of mass.) We may assume that A is invariant under
reflection across the axis hyperplanes, hence under 180◦ rotation in the e1, e2-plane.
Hence every hyperplane through the origin with normal in the e1, e2-plane splits A
in half and must be the hyperplane of symmetry. Consider a hyperplane H3 through
0 with normal n in the e1, e2, e3-plane; n is a linear combination of e3 and a vector
v in the e1, e2-plane. As before, A is invariant (modulo a set of measure 0) under
rotation in the e3, v-plane, H3 splits A in half, and H3 must be the hyperplane of
symmetry. Proceeding inductively, we conclude that every hyperplane through the
origin is a hyperplane of symmetry.

Now for almost every

(p, P ) ∈ A × {hyperplanes through the origin},
the reflection of p across P lies in A. Consequently, almost every point in almost
every hypersphere about the origin lies in A or its complement, and (after altering
A by a set of measure 0) A is invariant under SO(n). Since almost every linear
slice of A is an interval, A is a round ball (up to a set of measure 0).

The following theorem is the main result of this paper.

2.2. Theorem. Let f(t) be a strictly decreasing, positive function defined for all
t > 0, with f(|x − y|) locally integrable in Rn × Rn. Then for measurable density
0 ≤ δ(x) ≤ 1 and unit mass, the energy

(1) E =
∫∫

f(|x − y|)δ(x)δ(y)dx dy

is maximum for a round ball of unit density, uniquely up to sets of measure 0. For
any other such mass distribution, there is a variation, continuous in time, which
increases energy to first order.

Proof. We begin by describing the energy-increasing variation. (This will leave the
ball as the only possibility for a maximum, but since we do not yet know that a
maximum exists, we will still need to prove the ball maximum.)

So consider any other such mass distribution δ(x). Unless δ(x) ∈ {0, 1} almost
everywhere, choose a hyperplane H so that δ(x) ∈ {0, 1} almost everywhere on
neither side of H. If δ(x) ∈ {0, 1} almost everywhere, i.e., if δ is essentially the
characteristic function of a set A, then by Lemma 2.1 there is a direction with
no hyperplane such that almost every slice by a perpendicular line is an interval
centered on the hyperplane (up to measure 0). If almost every slice is an interval
(up to measure 0), we may choose H such that nontrivial sets of slices have centers
above and below H. Otherwise we may choose H such that a nontrivial set of slices
fail to be intervals (up to measure 0) above H and a nontrivial set of slices fail to
be intervals (up to measure 0) below H.

For convenience we may assume that H is the horizontal axis hyperplane, through
the origin of every vertical line L. Let I be a maximal closed interval in L containing
the origin with δ(x) = 1 at almost all points, possibly just {0}. Move mass above I
downward with unit velocity. Move mass below I upward with unit velocity. Move
I downward or upward at unit velocity (or not at all) towards centering it. Since
the density is initially less than 1 on any interval above or below I, this flow does
not increase density above 1. If for example I moves upward and there is some mass
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immediately above I, then after a small time increment ∆t, an interval immediately
above I of length s + 2∆t and mass s has become an interval of length s, mass s,
and density 1, and part of I. The mass at time t of an interval about the origin
satisfies

mt[−z, z] = max{2z, m0[−z − t, z + t]}.
In particular, the mass flows toward a centered interval.

Consideration of the pairwise contribution to energy from the three pieces of any
pair of vertical lines shows that energy increases to first order under this flow, as
desired.

For use in the next paragraph, we describe a modified flow for densities δ(x)
supported inside a closed ball about the origin. Replace H by its translate through
the origin (without translating δ as we did for convenience before). Now δ remains
supported inside the ball and eventually energy increases.

To prove that the round ball is an energy maximum, it suffices to prove it inside
a large ball B about the origin. By weak∗ compactness of L∞(B × B), applied to
functions of the form δ(x)δ(y)with δ in L∞(B) with 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 and

∫
δ = 1, there

is such a δ which maximizes energy. By the previous paragraph, δ must be the
characteristic function of a round ball of density 1 (up to measure 0).

2.3. Corollary. Among bodies of mass m0 and density at most δ0 in R3, a round
ball of density δ0 has the least gravitational potential energy, uniquely up to sets of
measure 0.

Proof. We may assume that m0 = δ0 = 1. Apply Theorem 2.2 with f(t) = −G/t,
with G the gravitational constant.

We have the following corollary for rotating bodies [M]:

2.4. Corollary. Among bodies of mass m0, density at most δ0, and angular mo-
mentum L0 in R

3, the infimum of gravitational potential energy plus kinetic energy
is approached by a round ball of density δ0 with a small, very distant satellite, but
never realized.
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